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THE HIGHEST HURDLES FOR THE

FIRST YEAR PRINCIPAL

Merton (1963) defined Socialization as the process by which

"individuals selectively acquire the vaiuss and attitUdeS, interebtS

and dispositions, skills, and knowledge current in the group in which

they are members." BeyOnd this defibitiOn which looks primarily at the

iSSue of how aspiring members of new social systems choose the ways ih

which they wish to hslotig, SOCialization must also be examined and

understood in terms of the ways in which a new work ohvirohteht tendS

to make demands on the ihdiVidual. Thus, an even broader view of the

process of socialization was presented by CiStOne (1977) WhO noted

simply that it iS the process by which novice members become role

incumbents;

What-eV-6r the precise definition may bei the issue of socialization

for schoo1 administrators is bet,Otihg ah increasingly important issue

calling for serious attention by practitioners, researchers, and

educational policy makers. Ad a result, this paper has been prepared

to add additional insight into the ways in which beginning School

principals come "dii bdardo" The paper is directed toward an

investigation of the ways in which school prihtipalS ate initiated to

their roles. The objeCtive here is to present the findings of a

recently-completed study which okatihed the Major SUCCesses and

problems encountered by public school principals during their first

years on the job; Specifically, the pdper describes how beginning

principals have encountered frustrations related to their foolihga Of

being unable tO dO their jObS effectively due to being insufficiently

prepared to achieve success. The paper will alsO include a ssriss Of

recommendations fOr mOdifying Current principal preparation programs

and induction strategies so that socialization tO the role Of the
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SChOol building administrator might b less traumatic as a process to

be followed by future aspiring principals.

Rationale for the Study of Principals

The issue of examining more effeCtiWe ways of bringing new

principals "on 1..-ne" is not a trivial one; Indeed, there ia

significant amount of evidence that suggests, first, that the role of

the principal is such an important one in terms Of itg impadt Oh SChbOl

effectiveness that it merits careful and continuing analysis; Second,

there is ample reason to believe that the hekt fell/ yaara Will witness a

lArgé number of new individuals assuming school principalships for the

first time;

The Principal as a Key tdi EffedtiVenekg

Barth (1985) has noted that the school principalship, in general,

has recently been experiencing a "re-discovery" as the focuS of

congiderable work and attention by numerous scholars. Ever since the

school effectiveness movement proclaimed that the principal ik a key

component of productive schools (Edmonds, 1979; Brookover & Lezotte,

1980), there has been widespread and general acceptancê of the view

that the principalship is indeed worthy of much attention and support

by theorists, researchers, and practitionerig alike. In recent years,

then, there h s been increasing interest in describing the

principalship in ways that help to understand the unique features of

that role. A number of studies have served to establish the fact that,

while the behavior of principals might in fact be the single most

important determinant of school effectiveness (AuStin, 1979; Lipham,

1981), thare are also important characteristics that are endemic to the

daily life of the building administratorS, and that theSe features

often Serve to prevent, or at least inhibit considerably, the potential
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ahiiity di an intiivi-ciudi to " ake a difference" in his or her building

(Willisi 1980; Peterson, 1982; Kmet2 & WillOVer, 1982; LOrtie0 Crow, &
_

PrOlMan0 1983). As Mintzberg suggested in his classic study of the

work of managers (1978), there ia a heed tO View the school principal's

job as one of mobility, fragmentation, and urgency. The problem with

such an analyait of the daily life of school building administrators,

particularly as it might apply to those vho are first being Socialized

to the principalahip, is that it paints a picture of an environment

where it is unlikely that someone can bring about school improvement

and necessary change in a stable, wholistic, and calm fashion.

The importance of the principal's role is even more precisely tied

to the expectation that the individual fulfilling this role serve as an

instructional leader (Cavelti, 1980; Cotton & Savard, 1980; Purkey &

Smith, 1982). Beginning principals in recent years have been well

aware of the expectation that they would in some way exemplify this

image of the principal not only as an efficient building manager, but

also at; an effective instructional leader. The desire for new

administrators to take on this image for their role is complicated

greatly by the fact that, while instructional leadership sounds as if

it is something desirable and immediately attainable, no clear and

generally accepted definition of this term is readily available to

guide the development of beginning principals. Mulhauser (1983)

alluded to this point when he observed that the principal of effective

schools must be viewed as a strong instructional leader;

"unfortunately, few of the studies (of instructional leadership] offer

much behavior guidance to a principal wondering what to do along those

lines."

What curreatly ekiats, then, is a very strong image of the

importance of the role of the school principal; particulai-ly de he or

She engages in something that is vaguei but defined as "instructional

leadership."
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Beginning Principals

If the predictions of many state education agenciee; profeaaional

eSeociations for school administrators, and university placement

officials are accurate, the next few years should Offer aoffie eXtellent

career opportunities for men and women litho will be seeking elementary

and secondary school principalships across the hatiOn. DUe tO a

variety of factors, includino school board-sponsored "buy-outs" based

on length tif service and other forms of incentives for early

retirements, significant decreases in the number of people who will be

initially entering the field of professional education, and increases

in the student enrollments of some school districts, there will likely

be a heed for a substantial number of new principals in the foreseeable

future (Daresh, 1986). Not all principalships, Of COUrSO, Will be

filled by Odbple without any previous administrative experience; many

open positions will attract present principalS who vidh tO tiaVe tO

different schools, or assistant principals, supervisors, or other

individuals not currently in principalships but haVing eXperience and

backgrounds in formal leadership roles; However, there will probably

be a great influx of newcomers to the field of school administration;

Thus, there will be some tremendous opportunities for school ayktema to

"Stddk the pond" by finding some new people who might begin the process

of suggesting new ideas and new solutions to schoOl sySteMS faded With

Many old problems. Unfortunately, there is a strong likelihood that

many inexperienced prinCipals will fail when confronted bY the first

challenges inherent in a position of educational leadership.

The issue of the training and preparation needs for beginning

principals would seem to be one that is viewed as extremely important

and selected as worthy of review by many researchers. It is

surprising, however, to note that relatively fey studies of thiS topic

have been carried out during the past few years. Among the

investigations completed recently have been small-Scale StudieS



conducted in Great Britain by Nockels (1981) and TUrner (1981), and

doCtoral research in the United States by Narrion (1983) and Sussman

(1985). A common findings ih theSe Vibrks was that the beginning year

of the school principalship is typically full of a groat aMount of

frustration and ankiety, and that preservice programs designed to

prepare individuals for the role of the principal must repréteht

cooperatiVe effOrtit involving local school systems, professional

associations, and universities;

Another recent study of a much wider scale has been the work by

the British National FoundatiOA fOr EdUCatiohdl Research (NFER)

(Weihdlihg-8, Earleyi 1987). This ambitious work reviewed the

characteristics of the first years Of secondary school heads throughout

the. United Kingdom. Interviews were conducted of beginning principals,

their teaching Staffs, and their administrative superiors to determine

the wayS in which principals achieved success in their poSitiont, along

with the nature of frustrations felt by the administrators. The study

examined such issues as the paths typically followed to the

principalShip, preparation programs, district support mechanisms, and

relationships existing between the heads of schools and their

management teams. Among the many very strong recommendationt

forthcoming from this study it that beginning principals need to

receive special consideration and.support from their employing school

systems if they ere to achieve any degree of success. Weindling and

Earley noted that a major problem for headS has been itolation from

peers. Accordingly, if improvements are to take place in the

socialization process for educational leadership, something must be

done to reduce this alienation.

The study that serves as the focal work in this paper vas a small-

scale investigation of 12 first and second principals (bOth elementary

and secondary) ih One Midwestern state (Daresh. 1986). Characteristics

of the principals are shown in Appendix I Of this paper. The basic

methodology utilited td Collect the data for this study consisted of



intensive, in-depth interviews conducted of the principals. With two

exceptions, these interviews were carried out on-Site at the

principals' schools. Although many specific questions were asked, the

ones which provided the most relevant information to this paper were:

- What surprises have you eXperiended on the b sc far?

- What features of the job have inhibited you from attaining

the goals you had when you first started?

- In what ways could your experience have been Made tore

successful?

The responses of the beginning principals interviewed provided some

important insights into the type Of professional lives they lead, and

more importantly, the ways in which those lives might be made much itibte

satisfying.

The focus of the study here was to review gbitie Of the Major

prOblems and issues that appear to be characteristics of the beginning

years of the school principalship. InClUded Will be a Series of

reddmmendations proposed for helping school district policy makers and

others who are interested in the profeSSi-Ohal deVelopment and
;-

preparation of school principals to consider these characteristics and

plan for strengthening the potential leaderShip contributions of

incoming administrators. It would be highly unrealistic, of =urge, to

assume that any analyses or set of re-commendations could be formulated

to ensure absolute success for individualS selecting careetS in the

principalship. Nevertheless, an assumption made here is that, insofar

as the beginning principalship is concerned tote AttentiOn iS better,

and that this issue has been so generally overlooked in the literature

that any attempt to clarify the conditionS eSSociated with more

effective practice should be Welcome.



Concerns of Beginn ng Principals

InterVieffS obnducted of first and second year building

administrators indicated that the concerns of beginning prinCipals can

be tound in three distinct areas. These are: (a) problems with role

c1aratim-4 (b) limitations on technical expertise; and (c)

difficulties with socialization to the profession and individual schCO1

systems.

Role Clarification

A re-cutting theme of beginning principals vas their apparent

questioning of career choice. Most Of the adMiniStratOrs interviewed

seemed to be daking; "How did I get into this spot?" This issue was

not a true expression of discontent with one's career choice. Rather;

it seemed to be a voiced concern that the path taken was never fully

understood at the time it vas initially selected.

A typical route to the principal's office involves the deCision to

leave the claggrOtim teacher's role; usually after taking some graduate-

level coursework at a local university to gain approval or

certifidation in adMinistration from a state education agency; Then;

the properly certified candidate is solotted (eOthe Might even say

"anointed") to a leadership position in a school; Although at least

half of the states currently requite that aspiring school

administratOrs participate in some sort of university-sponsored field

experience; internship; or some Other form of structured practicum as

Part Of the normal licensing procedures (Goushai LoPresti; & Jones;

1986); those field-based adtiVitieS are usually short-term; perfunctory

exercises that do not actually require the student to assuce the

principal's job for any appreciable length of time (Baresh & LaPlant;

1985); In short; administrative practica Ate usually even less

satisfying as vehicles lor professional induction than are student
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teaching programs for urdergraduates, and the criticisms and problems

inherent in student teaching are legendary.

One of the specific deficienoteS related ta role alatifidatibn

described by several of the beginning principals dealt with the extent

to which first and second year administrators believed in, or at least

felt comfortable with, the authority and leadership role that had been

assigned to them. As One prihoipal abSerVed:

I knew thet I WaS Supposed to be in charge, but I really was

unprepared to deal with having real authority and leadership

responsibility. I just wasn't comfortable with it at first.

What many Jf the principals seemed to be saying was that, while it

was pleasant and personally satisfying to be -called "the beiSto" few

could imagine all of the responsibilities that were associated with

that title until actually living in that tale. Thud, a real and

persistent problem faced by beginning school administrators involved

the ability to comprehend alearly the precise nature of the new

position. This has also been a strong finding ih the NFER study Of

first year secondary schdel heads in Great Britain:

Despite having been told about various aspects and having

worked with heads, the initial eXperience of being a head

and sitting in the "hot seat" still comes as a shock; It is

difficult ta prepare depUtied far this aspect, as it

obviously needs to be experienced first hand (Weindling &

Eatley, 1987, p. 50).

Very few people entering the field of school administration ever

stop to question themselves as to what it really teens to be a leadeto

and how to manage and understand the increased power and formal

authority that automatically accompany the title Of principal. None of
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the individuals interviewed expressed -such a high degree of frustration

that they wanted to leave the principalship; On the other hand, a teal

and persistent problem faded by beginning administrators involves the

ability to comprehend clearly the nature of the hell pOsitiOn.

Technical Expertise

Two categories of COhdethe W6re encountered by the novice

principal in the area of technical expertise; The first may be

referred to as mechanical or procedural issues. The second deals with

interpersonal relations skills needed on the job.

Procedural concerns inclUde a wide variety of issues related to

the principal's job and for which the adminiStratort in the earliest

stages of their professional careers felt ill-prepared; Examples

include such normal "hOW-to" CdhCethe Ae hOW td read COmputer printouts

provided by the district business officei how to address various legal

issuesi how to budget (both Material resoUrdea and personal time)i or

how to implementi coordinatei or report system-specific Mehdatee. Ah

example of this type of iSSUe WaS prOVided bY One elementary school

principal who remarked:

really felt at a loss when I first got intO the job--

particularly with learning how to cope with all the forms

they Ethe central office] iTanted the td fill out at the start

of the school year; I didn't know where to start: Thank

goodness that the Old adVide about relying on a good

secretary was true in my case;

The COMMentS of this one principal were certainly htit uni-que. in

fact; if any one single area of beginning administrator concern could

be classified as most powerful; this area of a petdeiVed lack of

technical expertiSe related to how to follow established procedures vas
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it. The general sentiment among the principals was that a high

percentage of their concerns over lack of procedural skills was related

td the requirements of individual school districts, and that proservice

preparation to cope with these issues would have been difficult if not

impossible. Others felt that they would have been better prepared

earlier had someche or some training institution provided them with a

tool kit of skins that could:be used it predictable situetiCaS. ThU40

suggestions Were made for more (or at least better and more practical)

university courses in school budgetiag; peraChael ahd collectiVe

bargaining, law, and computer technology;

In the area of interpersonal relations, the new principals' needs

included such issues as better conflict management skills; imptcved

school-community relations, and decreased tension with teachers

concerning the performance of assigned job respchtibilitiet ahd

evaluation practice. Interpersonal conflict was a major concern of

many of the respondents:

I was really most surprised with the amount of conflict I

saw everyday as part of my job--with kids; with parents,

with the central office, and with the teachers. I couldn't

seem to please everybody all the time, and I felt I

should... It was really disappointing with the teachers--

the people I was a part of only last year. Now they have

little to do with mei except to get permission to do things,

or for gripes;

Principals also indicattid that they Wished that they had better

appreciation by others of their own interpersonal needs. They

reported getting feedbatk from teachers regarding the positive aspects

of their job performance:
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People are not really reluctant to march into my office and

tell me if they disagree vith me. But no one says anything

to me in terms of a general assessment of my performance.

And particularly, no one marches in to say that they think

I'm doing a great jOb!

Several principals admitted to feeling a general sort of anxiety

related to their job, attributable in their minds mostly to a sense of

a lack of self-confidence. They never knew if they vere really doing

vhat vas considered to be a good job, and no one in their schools or

districts appeared inclined to provide much feedback or direction to

help them understand how they were doing, This lack of feedback vas an

issue that principals felt from every level of the organization--

superiors, peers, and subordinates. The generalization could therefore

be made that beginning principals felt that they lacked not only an

information base concerning effective ways of handling situations with

the people in their schools, but also strategies for gaining

interpersonal support from others.

Socialization to the Profession and System

The third major category of concerns facing beginning principals

could be described as issues related to how people learn how to act in

their position--socialization to the profession. Specific examples of

needs and concerns in this category vere somevhat less concrete than

were the issues described in the earlier areas. Here, people seemed to

be talking primarily of their needs to learn more specifically "how to

read" the signs of the systems in vhich they vorked: Hov vere

principals "supposed" to act? This vas not limited solely to issues

related to expectations for professional behavior--such as how to

dress, vhether or not to attend school board meetingl, and vhich

community organizations one vas expected to join--al,;hough these
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concerns were certainly felt by the Leginnthg administrators. Even

more of an issue were the implicit expectaticns felt in most school

districts that principals, regardless of whether they were newcomers or

veterans, should somehow understand the proper routes to be taken in

order to survive and to solve problems ir their buildings.

For example; one priazipal indicated that he felt rattle,- foolish

after following the prc7edures outlined in the school board poliicy

manual regarding requests for new equipment for his building. Stated

policy required that a formal application by the principal be filed

with the assistant superintendent in charge of administrative services.

Instead, after not getting any action on the piece of requested

equipment that he felt he deserved, he found out that the "real" way

things like that happened in his school system was for the principal to

deal directly with the director of buildings and grounds and not bother

the assistant superintendent who, after all, was too busy dealing with

other matters which were not listed as his responsibility in the policy

manuaL The new principal discovered this discrepancy between stated

policy and real procedure only after talking to another; more

experienced principal who noted that the request for equipment would

probably only gather dust "in somebody's in-basket" and would never be

acted upon if "normal channels" were followed.

Beginning principals, particularly if they came from a school

district other than the one which subsequently employed them, felt

vulnerable to the effects of a social and political system they did not

fully comprehend. This lack of *knowing the ropes" in a particular

school or district was no small concern to first and second year

administrators who desperately wanted to feel as if they could be

respected in the system;

The list of sPecific concernsi needsi interests; feelings of

deficiency; and other wants of beginning principals is a long one

indeed. This attempt to organize individual items into the three major

categor es is not meant to trivialize the importance of any specific
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issue. MOVertheleSS, even in this simplified liating of problems

encountered by beginning administrators, it is clear that much time,

energy, and talent is apeht trying tel respond to a group of particular

concerns; The assumption might then be made that; if strategies OdUld

be deVelOped to minimize the importance of these issues on

administrators, principals might be able to be more attentiVe td dUties

that would increase the effectiveness of their schools. As a result;

the needed focus on the improvement of instructional leadership skills

so necessary to make schools more successful could be a part of the

interests of beginning principals; survival on the job would not be an

all-consuming interest.

Suggestions for Support

The observations concerning the general Categories of concerns

faced by firSt and second year principals presented to this point offer

some information that may be utilized aa the fOundatiOn for Strategies

that may be used in changing existing policy and practice; These

changes, in turn, can enable school administrators in the earliest

stages of their careers to have more satisfying and successful

experiences.

Two important assumptions made early aa part of this diSCUSsidn

Should be noted. The first is that there is some inherent value in

supporting the work of beginning principals, and that Such individuals

are, in fact, Worth trying to save and make as successful as possible.

The second assumption is that, despite the development o f supportive

practices and policies, some people who enter the field of

administration vill fail. No one can force another person to be

successful and effective, and all the best plans made to support people

will not work if the people themselves do not take the necessary steps

to succeed. In any case, support mechanisms can be identified tO

assist begihhihg prindipals in dealing with their frustrations related
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to role clarification, technical expertise, and socializaticn.

Su22crt for Role Clarification

Ono of the issues that MUst be addressed when attempting to reduce

frustrations related to individuals' sense of the lack of tole

defihitioh is the egteht to Whidh petiple are provided with an accurate

view of what the principalship is supposed to be befote they get thete.

Ih thid regard; UniVersities involved with the preservice preparation

and training of school administrators have a Critical role to play.

For example; existing approaches to what is commonly referred to

as *experiential learning" (i.e., practice; planned field experiences;

and internships) utilized in the preservice preparation of principals

are not generally sufficient in their ability to enable people to

experience the world of administration before they take their first

job. CUttently; Stich activities for training future administrators

usually consist of synthetic situations ilhoteiti aspitihg principals, in

most cases gull-time teachers unable to get district support and

approval for release time; find some oasi-adtihisttatiVe teakt that

can be performed during time that is not assigned during the school day

to teaching or other duties; As a tosult, people are being prepared to

serve as instructional leaders by spending five to ten hours per week

supervising bus loadings; callihg the hOtet of truant students; filling

out forms for the central office or the state department of education;

or devising 11014 student handbOoks, These activities are, no doubt;

useful for the smooth operation of a school; and many praCtiCing

administrators are engaged in these activities every day. However, to

rely on projects such as these to give anyone a cleat pittUre of the

multifaceted nature of most principals' jobs is truly ludicrous;

Instead; people need a different type of practicum, an opportunity

to get not only a glimpse of the principal's world; but also a chance

to live in that world and actually be held accountable for decisions
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that are made. Such a learning experience would be a more useful way

to help men and women understand more precisely what it is they are

getting into for a career. Learning to be a principal by engaging in

field aCtivitiee must go beyond the current ritual of allowing aspiring

administrators to practice limited skills in the field. Instead, the

focus needs to be placed on increasing future administrators' awareness

of some of the "realities" of the prIncipal's job noted by Barth

(1980): Imbalance of responsibility and authority, isolation on the

job, time constraints, and the continuing competing expectations for

service as a building manager as contrasted with instructional

leadership duties.

In addition to increasing the types of experiences to which the

aspiring principal will be exposed as part of his or her preservice

field work or practicumi work must also be done to ensure that such

practice will actually serve as opportunities for true experiential

learning; Kendall and her associates (1986) with the National Society

for Internships and Experiential Education have noted that experiential

education is something that goes considerably beyond Merely providing

people with places to watch and other people to learn from while doing

activities in "real life" settings. Instead, it is necessary to go

beyond "hands-on" learning to include an opportunity for students to

engage in considerable reflection regarding the purpose of the skills

being acquiredi as well as the ways in which the skills might "fit"

With some personalized understandings of administration. Rarely do

existing preservice preparation programs for principals include

Sufficient opportunity for future administrators to step back from the

acquisition of new knowledge and skills to wonder, "Why?" (Daresh,

1986). Enabling individuals to engage in this type of activity would

be a significant improvement in the programs that were followed by the

principals interviewed as part of this study and who indicated that;

for the most part, they were surprised at seeing themselves in the rcle

of the school orincipal.
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Obviously, effOrtt tO Make preservice practice more valuable

learning experiences will

practices, partidUlarly in

state education agencies.

require modifications ih policiat

local school districts, universities,

and

and

At the local sdhOO1 distridt leVel0 thoUght

heedS tei be giVen to finding ways to provide release time and others

support for those who aro tO be pi-apa±.ad and groomed for future

leadership positions. Those who have the interest and ability tO servo

as administrators need tO be placed0 even briefly, into situations

where they may "play at" being principals; This can be accomplished

simply by allowing qualified teachers to take time to observe

administrators intensively for a few days, hi- tO aSSUMO intern

administratiVe poditiOnd for a longer period of time. Another strategy

being utilized with increased frequency is the deSighation Of seledted

teachers on a Staff as "lead teachers" who serve as building

administrators when the principal must be absent frOM tithe to time.

This Method was noted as a particularly effective preservice training

procedure by Weindling and Earley (1987). In any of these ways, first

year, on-the-job "surprises" might be reduced considerably. A

peripheral value of districts assisting teachers to see more clearly

what administration is all about may be that some Staff members will

decide, after participating in a solid practicum, that administration

is not the avenue that they wish to folloW, and that they are truly

more tetidfied and content with their work in the classroom.

Universities also hev 6. the opportunity to improve the quality of

practice and reduce the culture shock so often experienced by neW

administrators; In a redent study of field-based training programs in

universities across the United States and Canada (Dareth & LaPlant0

1985), Ve found that Meidt UniVerSities simply do not seem committed to

the potential value of such activities, moat planned field

_experiences, for eXaMple0 are supervised by one faculty member (often a

part-time; adjunct professor) who has taoy other assignments competing

for his or her tithe end attention. Field-based training, as currently
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designed; is frequently described in glOWing terms as some sort of

"perfedt" blend of theory and practice; In reality; it usually is ttt;

it is rather something that it tattied but through what appear to be

add-on activities that are not essential features Of edUCational

administration programs.

Universities need to examine their commitment tb this aspect of

preservice preparetibh and, if necessary; reconceptualize their

existing programs and dedicate sufficient at-OUntit Of tiMe; mdhey and

professional expertige; as well as institutional prestige to field-

based learning; FacultieS need to lbbk Sei-ibuSly at the value that

they place on students learning by doing; If there is consensue that

field experiences and preCtica are not important, then perhaps a

faculty may need to reconsider its own collective viSion of hoW it

plans to help prepare future educational leaders. The practitioners

interviewed for this study typically said that they needed more, not

less, contact with administrative roles before geiting to the

principal's office. Universities need to make certain that such

cointadt it Meaningful and thoughtfully-directed toward some defined

goals. If it is not; field expetientes May become little more than

bp0OrtUnities for administrators to find "cheap labor" to do eimple

tasks around their Schools, the Sharing of war stories, or exercises in

"monkey-see; monkey-do."

Finally, state edUdation agencies might take on a role of

encouragingi. if not mandating; that people- Seeking administrative

CertifiCatibh Spend increasing amounts of time in quality; on-the-job

learning experiences; IncentiveS may Alsb be forthcoming to school

diStridtk in the form of financial support that would help school

systems pay for the substitute teachers that may be required to provide

reléeSe time when teachers are engaged in field e:41orioncee oUteide

their classrooms. An-Other pOSSibility might be to seek state support

Of stipends to be paid to administrative interns at eeletted School

distriCts. COMpetition fat such resources might be stiff; but the
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argument may be advanced that such rivalry Will adthally encourage more

effective progratE oVer time. Furthermore, there may be -cith0

considerable advantage in prom-citing artangetentt that may serve to

d edredté the nuMber of individuals seeking administrative oertifiCation

in a state; While it is trUe that tbte and More principalships will be

O pen in the iMmediate future, it is also true that there is titi Shortage

of students currently Mit-tilled in edUCational administration programs

at Universities. Whether or not the majority of thete StUdentt are in

fact likely catididatea da effeetive future principals is not clear.

The problem today is certainly not one Of quahtity fOr aspiring

administratOrt; it iS, instead, one of potential quality for schoOl

principals;

Support for Technical Antal:Mande

New administratOrS Often indidate that they need more information

dbeiht law, school Zinance and business management, teaCher evaluation

procedures, compUter teChnology and its application to education, and

numerous other, similar issues that aro related to dailY0 practical

concerns; WOrkshops, SeMinars, and training institutes of short,

duration can be designed with relative sass to prOVide for these needs.

In particular, th-ort=term training of this type can be tailored to the

specific needs and interests of hogiftairig SChból administrators. This

type of targeted inservice is another suggestion derived very direttly

from the study of begipaiag prindipale. Training programs that

intreidUde alternative ways of dealing with stress, mAhAging (but

certainly not erasing) tonflidt0 iMproving conferencing skills, or

indreasing strategies to be utilized to efthaace the -quality of home-

school-community relatiOnt May be effeive and have a significant

impact on the a, ity of principals to WOrk With the peOple who are in

and arOund theil Chälcils. Such training might be provided froth a

number of different -murces, including the SChtidl districts that employ
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the beginning principals, professional associatiOnS for tdhool

administrators, or even local universities that would view their

administrative preparation programs in terms Of a tittión that would

indlude inservice as well as preservice education;

Another implication fOr the itprovement of practice derived from

the study of beginning principals is that ways need to be identified to

ensure that, wherever possible, he4 administrators are not left totally

alone and isolated from colleagues as they try to cope With prObletS in

their SChools. It is already well-known that a serious problem for

classroom teachers i that they spend the majority Of their time

itolated from their co-workers (Lieberman & Miller, 1984); The non-

existence of collegial support on the jOb it indeed a negative aspect

of dailk life in schools; This lack of a norm of collegiality it a

major shortcoming that plagues the role of the principal as well

(Jackson, 1977; Barth, 1980); As a result principals--bbth beginners

and veterans--might be encouraged to find ways to work together in a

sort of "buddy system" that would -enable pairs or Stall grOupt to work

toVard arrangements where advice and honest feedback from peers might

be more readily available; StrUCtUred OppOrtUnitieS for greater

collegial support in inservice activities such as the Oeor-issiarte8

Leadership (PAL) program developed bk the Far West Regional Educational

Laboratory (Barnett, 1985) or the Principals' In-service PrOgrat

sponsored by /I/D/E/A/ (LaPlanto 1979) hold considerable promise as

strategies to be used in reducing the feelings Of iSOlatiOn WhiCh so

often restrict building principals from being as effective as they

might be;

Support tor Socialization

The last major area of concern for beginning principals is the

notion of the goodness of "fit" into the profession of 8Ctibbl

administration in general, or with the hórtS and expectations of a
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particular school r.ystem. This issue is tied closely tt the heed fOr

greater attention to the support for interpersonal skills needed to

perform the job effectively; Administrators need tt be prOVided 4ith

attUrate thessages related to the "vay things are_done" in the field;

The "buddy system" mentioned earlier, or some Other 4611-deve1oped

mentOr system; could be effective strategies to address this iSSUe.

Beginning principals

to talk about concerns

covered ih the schbOl

are literally hundreds

stbotl printipal whidh

failure of a person's

need patient mentors vho would be available

that arise on the job; but aro htit hetetsatily

board's formal policies and procedures. There

of situations that arise in the life of a new

might have a great impact on the success or

career; People in organizations are often

jUdged, fairly or not, by ways in vhich they are able to interpret

subtle signals; a task that is difficult to do Wit/knit help. One

Obtetvation that needs to be added about the nature of effective mentor

relationships is that mentors *must not assume the role of telling vhat

beginning principals are supposed to do. Rather; effective mentors Ste

able to guide their advisees so that they are able to make their own

choices of behavior; based on an understanding tf potential

consequences bf their choices. Mentors who would try to make

inexperienced principals behave as they would are probably not mentors

at ail.

Once again; formal preservice preparation programs may play an

iMpOrtant part in assisting future beginning principals to have less

difficulty with the process of socialization to their jobs. At

present, preparation programs focus much of their energy WI providing

students with an abundance of information related to specific skills

that are associated with the work of school administrattra. Ther6 iS

no doubt that thit type Of instruction must continue. On the other

hand; university programs that infer that individuals OW excel in the

performante tf the acquired skills are automatically defined as

"experts" and quality administrators are not addressing the need for



future administrators to realize that there will be times in their work

when they do not know

filled het

learn more

alWaYS be

and under

adie tiMe

all the anSWers. Future principals need

only with information; but also with a spirit and des

on the job kb btAB Can truly know everything that

to be

re te

will

needed to perform as a school administrator, with all people,

all Cenditiona. University programs might do well to spend

assisting aspiring administrators to UnderStand that part of

their tele May, in fact; require the ability to ask the right questions

and know when one does not know the answer. Reliande oh the insights

and knowledge of others need not be viewed as some sort of weakness for

school administrators; but rather aS a Way to make the organization

much more effective.

Summary

. In this paper; limitations on the effettiveness and leadership

potential Of firSt and sedend year principals were described according

to the ways in which beginning administraterS explained liMitations on

their ability te de the job they wanted to do when they were first

hired. These limitations came fret three general areas of problems

fbund in the first years of an administrative career; namely, problems

with role clarification; lititationt en technical expertise, and

difficulty with socialization to the profession at large and te the

norms of specific Scheel systems. For each of these problematic areas;

suggestions were made concerning ways that tight be used te tedUde the

feelings Of J.-ablation, anxiety; and ineffectiveness often described by

those in their first jobs. Local =heel dittritts, Universities; state

oduatimh agencies; and administrators' professional associations have

been suggested as organizatienS With a legitiMate stake in trying to

assUre Some degree of successful performance by begiuftiug

administrators;

One final caution, however; is in the form of a L:hallenge to those
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who might be responsible for initiating any of the improvements that

were suggested here. Although the varied needs of beginning principals

might be addressed in many Wayt, including structured inservice

activities, these approaches will likely be little more than Windo4

dressings for a district, university, state department, or professional

association unless also accompanied by a belief that support for School

administrators is truly worth the effort, and that when structured

activities are not effective, eveh mmre auppmft muat be provided.

Workshops, seminars, institutes, planned field experiences, and mentor

programs are all likely to be ineffebtiVe Strategies unless they are

designed and carried out with the sincere desire to make mite that

principals will be successful.

If inservice is provided only because it "looks gbOd" or if

professional development conSiSts only of sending people to conferences

or workshops without examining imdividual heeda, interests, and

concerns, no one will profit except the providers of the workshOps and

conferences; The only way to maXitite the tSliY Of people in any

organization is to assume that talents indeed truly exist in the first

place, and that everything that can be done to help will be done.

Through such assumptions, beliefs, and practices it will be pottible to

assist leaders in ovurcoming the first and highest hurdles in their

path leading to effectiveness.
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APPENDIX I

PRINCIPAL SEX AGE LEVEL OF SCHOOL POSITION LAST YEAR

1 F 27 Elementary T6ddhet

2 F 30 Elementary Teacher

3 F 34 Elemostary ASSittant Principal

4 M 36 High School Supervisor

b M 32 High Sdhdol Assistant Principal

6 M 30 Middle/Junior High Principal(1)

.7 F 33 Middle/JUniör High Teacher

a F 28 Elementary Supervisor

9 M 41 High School Graduate Student(2)

10 M 29 Middle/Junior High Tesoher

11 F 31 EleMentary Principal(3)

12 k 33 High School ASSiatant Principal

Selected background characteristics of the beginning principals.

Named principal mid-ady thrOUgh the previous year. Had been
an assistant principal.

Prior-to entering a fUll-tiMe gra-dilate prOgraM had been an
assistant principal.

Was a classroom teacher two years ago.
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